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The internet has changed quite a bit over the last 20 years, but browser bookmarks have been a solid part of it and are not in danger of going away anytime soon. What is your favorite tool for managing your bookmark collection? Photo: plattmunk. Whether you keep your bookmarks in the cloud, on your computer, cart
them around on a flash drive, or carefully and lovingly enter them into the cuneiform tablets you stash under your bed, we want to hear about your favorite tool for storing and arranging your bookmarks. Hive Five nominations occur in the comments where you post your favorite tool to work with. We get hundreds of
comments, so to make your nomination clear, please include it at the top of your commentary as well: Vote: Bookmark Management Tool. Please don't turn on your voice in response to another commenter. Instead, make your vote and respond to individual comments. If you don't follow this format, we can't count your
vote. To prevent falsification of results, votes from first-time commentators cannot be counted. Once you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the contest. About Hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers to answer the most frequently asked question we get: Which tool is the
best? Once a week we will put out a call for applicants looking for the best solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we will report to the top five recommendations and give you the opportunity to vote for what is best. For example, check out last week's top five
personal landing pages.Not everyone has the time or inclination to build and maintain a full-fledged website. If you... More Who: Chairman, Danilo Black Inc. Email: roger@daniloblack.com URL: www.daniloblack.com Surfing Manifesto: Sometimes you have to remind yourself that there are other ways to get information
and shop than, go online. Grrl.com www.grrl.com Beautiful Bonnie Burton has a fun personal website. I'm coming here for her Phreaky Phriday Phun Linx. Now in its sixth year, Grrl.com takes you back to the days when the web was just for fun.HomePortfoliowwww.homeportfolio.comA a staggering collection of designer
furniture. Also, check the design within reach (www.dwr.com) and complete vertical position (www.fup.com). Jeffrey zeldman Presents zeldman is the latest of a true digerati: wise, visionary, unpredictable, and a guide to the catechism of Open Source.Salonwww.salon.comOkay, this site may not have a profitable
business plan, but it is the best magazine on the web, and one of the best magazines anywhere. Let's hope everyone catches on before it runs out of investors. Things for men spectacularly well-designed site. Things suggest that all the (straight) male teen game boy mentality, which may be what makes it so much fun.
Fun. for a fun and creative way to display and access your favorite web page bookmarks? Now you can do both with MyBookmarks for Firefox. Options Once you have installed an extension and restarted the browser, the first thing to do is go to the options to see if there are any adjustments or changes that you would
like to make. Here you can specify the number of columns, the length of the title for bookmark names, choose the options for opening links, the favicon display, the inclusion of Live Bookmarks if desired, the activation of the layout modification and the group of folders that will be included. If you like the idea of tweaking
how your MyBookmarks page looks, you'll be able to make all kinds of sheet-style settings for the extension. Note that there is a reset button if something gets messed up or you decide that you like the default look better (terrible!). Here you can personally select folders (and subfolders) that you want to include or delet on
the MyBookmarks page (definitely nice!). Note: The folders are shown from our browser's bookmark library. What does MyBookmarks look like? This is what our MyBookmarks page looked like once we got access to it (very nice!). The wonderful thing about this extension is that you can install the MyBookmarks page as
a home browser page (or as one of several home pages). Note: To add MyBookmarks as a homepage, use about:mybookmarks as an address. You can also access your MyBookmarks page through the bookmark menu... Concluding MyBookmarks provides an interesting and creative way to display and access
bookmarks. This is definitely a recommended addition for those who want to express their personal style and enjoy bookmarking the access of goodness. Links Download MyBookmarks extension (Mozilla Add-ons) Download MyBookmarks extension (Expansion Home) Cut a thick strip of paperFold it's halved again, but
this time the other wayUnfold, now you have to have creaseDo the same on the other side of the Fold angles on both sides to make round edges When your favorite web browser contains bookmarks and favorites you no longer use or use. Here's how to remove bookmarks and remove favorites in Firefox, the new
Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer and Opera. The instructions in this article apply to Mozilla Firefox, the new Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer, and Opera web browsers for Windows PCs. If you want to remove bookmarks in Firefox, you have two options. You can either remove the bookmark for a page that is open in the
browser, or remove selected bookmarks from the bookmark library. MirageC/Getty Images To remove the bookmark for the page displayed in the browser window: Go to the address rack and select Edit (star icon). Or click Ctrl-D. Choose delete the bookmark. The star icon changes from solid blue to black, and the
bookmark doesn't on your bookmark list. Select The Library and bookmarks. Select Show all bookmarks. Choose a folder that contains bookmarks that you want to remove. Select bookmarks to remove. Hold The Ctrl to select more than one bookmark. Select Organize and Delete. Close the library. Selected bookmarks
no longer appear in the library. When you have favorites stored in the new Microsoft Edge web browser that you no longer need, delete those favorites. You can delete favorites individually or delete all favorites in your folder. Open the edge and select the Favorites icon (a star with three horizontal lines) in the top right
corner of the screen. Click the right button of the favorite you want to delete. On the touch screen, long click favorite. Select Delete. The favorite is removed from the list of favorites. To remove all favorites stored in the folder, delete the folder. Select the Favorites icon in the top right corner of the screen. Click the right
button on the folder you want to delete. Select Delete. The folder and its contents are removed from the Favorite list. Remove favorites from Microsoft Internet Explorer, either from the Favorites sidebar or from your favorite manager. When you use the Favorites sidebar to remove favorites, you can only delete one
favorite at a time. Choose favorites (star icon). Click the right button on the web page you want to delete. Select Delete. Use the favorite manager to remove one of your favorites or delete all favorites in the folder. Choose favorites (star icon). Select the drop-off arrow, and then select your favorite organizations. In the
Organize Favorites dialog, select a folder to expand or collapse the contents of your folder. Choose a web page or folder you want to delete. Select Delete. Select Close to close the Organize Favorites dialog window. The Opera browser also has several ways to remove bookmarks. Either remove the bookmark from the
page displayed in the browser window, or use the bookmark manager to remove multiple bookmarks or bookmark folders. Go to the address rack and select the Edit tab . Then select Move to the basket. To remove the bookmark that appears on the Bookmarks bar, click on the tab on the right and select Move to Trash.
If you don't see a bookmark page in your browser window, or if you want to remove multiple bookmarks, use a bookmark manager. Go to the sidebar and select bookmarks (heart icon) or click Ctrl-D. On the bookmark page, go to the folder that contains the bookmark you want to remove. Pause over the bookmark you
want to remove. Select the X icon to move the bookmark to the bin. To remove multiple bookmarks, hover over each bookmark and select the check mark icon. Once the bookmarks are selected, click right Mouse of your chosen bookmark and select Move to Trash. The bookmark moves to the bin. To restore the
bookmark, go to the Trash, pause over the bookmark you want to restore, and then select undo remove. U U Use Delicious to keep track of all your bookmarks? If you do, you may have noticed the service mentioned in the news in recent months, with Yahoo talks closing Delicious down or selling it in the near future. This
is cause for concern for some, especially if you are a longtime user who is afraid to possibly lose all their hard earned, well-placed bookmarks. Or maybe you're not worried at all. Maybe you're just afraid of the idea of switching services, or maybe you're looking to switch, but aren't quite sure how to do it. What you need is
a list of good alternatives. With the services listed below, you'll be able to move your bookmarks from Delicious, allowing you to rest easily knowing that they're OK. Let's start with the last method that's there. Just a few days ago, Google launched a new tool that lets you import your delicious bookmarks into Google
Bookmarks. How timely of them. As all Google does, the importer is very simple and straight forward to use. You can log in using your Delicious credentials or click on the OAuth link to import all your bookmarks, labels and tags included. 2. Springpad Springpad is another really good alternative to Delicious. You can use
Springpad as a place to save things you want to remember, but if you're a tasty user, they also support importing your bookmarks. To do this, you need to log into your Delicious account and then go to The Export Settings/Back bookmarks. Springpad will import your tags and notes. Then you log into your Springpad
account and follow simple instructions to download your delicious bookmarks. One Springpad will be created for each of your delicious bookmarks, with all the original names and privacy settings left untouched. A new notepad called Delicious will be created for the home of all of them. 3. Diego is next on diigo's list. With
Diigo, you can easily import your delicious bookmarks. Like Springpad, you will need to export bookmarks from Delicious first. Then log in to Diigo, click on the tools in the top right of the page. Choose a link to imported bookmarks and find the file that Delicious helped you export and you've done everything. Like other
services that I mentioned, all your tags will be transferred too. The conclusion I've also seen is that Evernote can handle importing delicious bookmarks, so if you prefer to use Evernote for other services I mentioned you can explore this option as well, although it will take a bit more work. So you have three solid ways to



keep your delicious bookmarks if you feel the need to either them back them up somewhere switch services in general. There are other methods out there, of course, but as far as I can tell, these are your best options available. I'll leave the decision to you, but I've listed them in a manner in which I would like to go about
the move. And You Are You Use Delicious to keep track of all your online bookmarks? Which of these services would you most like to switch to? Leave a comment below so we can get a good discussion going! The 10 best sites for free college courses Online interested in accessing free college-level courses? Here are
some of the best sites to take free online courses. Related Topics Online Bookmarks About Author Steve Campbell (103 Articles Published) Read more from Steve Campbell Campbell bookmarking adobe pdf. bookmarking in adobe. bookmarking in adobe acrobat pro dc. adobe captivate bookmarking. adobe
bookmarking tool. bookmarking in adobe dc
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